HAMBURG
THE CITY CENTRE PITS ITSELF AGAINST
THE ÜBERSEE QUARTER –
MORE URBANITY IS THE MOTTO!
JUNE 2018

IN FIGURES
Federal state:

The Hanseatic city of Hamburg is the second-largest city
in Germany, with a population of 1.8 million. Population
figures have developed positively over recent years and
are expected to continue rising. Hamburg has always
been one of the most coveted destinations for national
and international retailers and property companies in
Germany and Europe – not just since the new Elbphilharmonie concert hall opened. There are many good
reasons why the city that is described as the “gateway to
the world” achieved an excellent ranking in the renowned
Emerging Trends in Real Estate Europe 2018 survey (of
over 800 property experts throughout Europe), which was
published at the end of 2017 by PwC and ULI. It came
sixth out of thirty of Europe’s top cities.

Hamburg

Population:

1,810,438

Population development
(compared to 2012):

+ 5.4 %

Employees paying social
security contributions:

952,959

Unemployment rate:

6.7 %

Retail purchasing power:

109.7

Retail centrality:

113.2

Relevant shopping centres:
Europa Passage (C), Hanse-Viertel (C), AlstertalEinkaufszentrum (S), Hamburger Meile (S), ElbeEinkaufszentrum (S), Billstedt-Center (S), CCB City-Center
Bergedorf (S), Phoenix-Center (S), QUARREE Wandsbek (S),
Mercado Altona-Ottensen (S), Harburg Arcaden (S)

Hamburg is a property location with a very diversified and
solid economic basis for trade, transport and services,
plus an extremely efficient transport infrastructure. The
city has the third-largest container port in Europe and its
port operations traditionally play an important role. Hamburg is clearly the number-one place to work among the
northern German cities, with a commuter surplus of
around 220,000 people on workdays and an unemployment rate that has now fallen below 7%. In the past five
years alone the number of employees paying social security contributions has risen by around 100,000 to
950,000. Macro-economic productivity (per-capita GDP)
is over EUR 60,000, which is one of the highest figures
for cities in Germany and in Europe.

C=City S=Suburb P=Periphery

Source

State Statistical Offices, GfK GeoMarketing GmbH,
Federal Employment Agency
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Hamburg’s retail framework is positive, on the whole, and
the relevant parameters are developing well in 2018. The
city’s retail purchasing power index is now approximately
110 (source: GfK, national average = 100). The Hamburg
retail sector traditionally draws upon a large catchment
area with a population of approx. 1.7 million, extending
into Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony, which supplements the city’s own population and purchasing power. As a result, Hamburg retailers enjoy an impressively
high level of potential demand from around 3.5 million
consumers.
Located on the banks of the rivers Elbe and Alster, Hamburg has a stimulating cityscape and atmosphere, as well
as an extensive leisure and lifestyle infrastructure (sports,
museums, concerts, the HafenCity experience), all of
which contribute to the city’s popularity as a tourist destination. Hamburg is also the third most significant city
behind New York and London for musical theatre productions.

Source: COMFORT Research & Consulting
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It is also a port of call for cruise ships (around 220 journeys with approx. 880,000 passengers in 2018) and
hosts the internationally famous Cruise Days event (next
scheduled for 2019) every two years in summer. Last but
not least, the Elbphilharmonie (Elbe Philharmonic Concert Hall) was finally finished in 2017 after many years of
construction. Affectionately called the “Elphi” by the people who live in Hamburg, the concert hall is a cultural
and architectural highlight that attracts people from far
and wide. The Elbphilharmonie’s Plaza viewing platform
has had around 4.5 million visitors since it opened in
January 2017 and all the concerts held in the main
“Großer Saal” auditorium have been sell-outs.

PURCHASING POWER AND
CENTRALITY PARAMETERS
Purchasing power
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In this context Hamburg’s tourism industry has also developed very positively. Over the past decade the number of overnight stays has almost doubled from 7.4 million in 2007 to almost 14 million in 2017. Obviously, this
growth went hand in hand with a substantial increase in
bed capacity. Hamburg’s accommodation capacity has
expanded by 8,000 beds to some 61,000 beds in total –
at 400 commercial tourist accommodation establishments – over the past four years. Even so, the hotel
occupancy rate has continued to increase.
This alone is an important source of potential growth in
sales revenue for city centre retailers and, thanks to the
hotel development boom, with diverse projects in the
planning and implementation phases, the upward trend
looks set to continue – especially for international retailers that prefer to expand into other countries visited by
their domestic customers. It is no coincidence that the
Scandinavian brands Stadium, Clas Ohlson and Illum’s

Source: COMFORT – Research & Consulting

CATCHMENT AREA

Source: COMFORT – Research & Consulting, Base Map RegioGraph
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Bolighus headed for Hamburg as the first “port of call” in
their international expansion strategies. Turkish fashion
label Koton has also opened its first German stores in
Hamburg City. These favourable relevant performance
parameters contribute to Hamburg’s very positive retail
centrality index of 113.2, and it has an even higher fashion centrality rating of around 166 due to the large
catchment area and its key sectors of clothing & textiles
and shoes & leather goods.
In 2017 Hamburg had a total retail space of almost 2.7
million m², which corresponds to around 1.5 m² per capita
and total revenue of around EUR 11.3 billion. Reflecting
the size of the city, that puts Hamburg in second place in
Germany behind Berlin. The city centre is by far the most
significant retail location in the city and the metropolitan
area. Within the historic Wallring, or inner ring, and to the
north of Ost-West-Strasse, annual retail sales amount to

around EUR 2 billion on retail space of approximately
347,000 m². However, these impressive figures are put
into perspective in relation to the size of the city, because they represent just approx. 13% of the city’s total
retail space and approx. 18% of its revenue. Of all the
top German cities, only Berlin has similarly low percentages. Against this background there is unanimous
agreement that the inner-city retail scene has to be consolidated so that it can adequately or more effectively
fulfil its trans-central supply function for Hamburg and the
metropolitan area.
This isn’t purely about the quantity of retailers; to a
great extent it’s about quality. It isn’t about retailing
alone, either. To increase the significance of our city
centres as shopping destinations, we have to improve
the quality of tenants, the general amenity value and
the quality of urban developments.

Spitalerstraße 22-26: the completed new city highlight in a prime location
Source: SCHÖN Project Hamburg im Auftrag der COMFORT Hamburg
COMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018
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Although a series of new developments and refurbishments have taken place in the city centre over the past
ten years, it still lacks new and qualified retail space for
modern (inter)national concepts and improved area aesthetics to enhance their appeal so that the city and its

broader catchment area continue to be a contemporary,
highly attractive and significant shopping destination despite the shift to online shopping.

CITY RETAIL DATA
Strukturdaten
Structual data
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PRIME LOCATIONS
SPITALERSTRASSE
 Highly frequented main axis (around 11,000 people per
hour) from/to the central station. Consumer-oriented,
high proportion of chain stores
 Highest space productivity
 Very little scope for new, additional retail space
 Spitalerstrasse 22 - 26 (7,000 m² retail space, leased
exclusively through COMFORT; with Mango, Re2
served, Koton and O ) finished in 2017
 The second city centre Clas Ohlsen store has now also
opened (leased through COMFORT)
 PERLE Hamburg, a shopping mall leading through to
Gerhart-Hauptmann-Platz with Cubus, Rossmann, My
Toys, restaurants and cafés
 The biggest H&M store in Germany
 New concept restaurant by Steffen Henssler in the
former Daniel Wischer location
 Location USP: many of the stores have entrances on
both Spitalerstrasse and Mönckebergstrasse (e.g.
P&C, Anson’s and Zara)
 New tenants: LUSH (relocation), Lindt, Clas Ohlson
 Rents: approx. EUR 310/m² (small)

PRIME RETAIL RENTS
in EUR/m²
80-120 m²
310
300-500 m²
200

JUNGFERNSTIEG
 Upmarket area with high footfall, traditional boulevard
located on the Inner Alster, retailers along one side;
highest footfall on the section where the Lloyd Schuhe
store is located
 Extensive redevelopment of the Alsterhaus department
store by the KaDeWe Group will boost business
 Very popular area for tourists
 New tenants: Subdued (leased via COMFORT), Schöffel Lowa, Kauf Dich Glücklich, Eisige Liebe
 Rents: approx. EUR 210/m² (small)

80-120 m²
210
300-500 m²
155

Clas Ohlson: the good start on Jungfernstieg has led to another outlet at Spitalerstraße 32, brokered by COMFORT
COMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018
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PRIME LOCATIONS

PRIME RETAIL RENTS
in EUR/m²

MÖNCKEBERGSTRASSE
 Hanseatic red brick architecture, big department stores
and clothing stores
 Very different location quality sold depending on the
side and area of the street; highest footfall at Europa
Passage
 Shopping centre attracts shoppers towards City-West
 Most attractive section between P&C/Galeria Kaufhof/
Saturn/ Zara flagship store and Karstadt
 Further enhancement towards Rathausmarkt/Chamber
of Commerce thanks to the establishment of the Business Improvement District (BID) Nikolai Quarter
 A separate new “Mönkebergstrasse BID” has been established
 Low tenant fluctuation and therefore few rental opportunities in this prime location
 New tenants: Yargici, IQOS, Fräulein von Elbe, Sephora
(shop in the Galeria Kaufhof department store), Tchibo
Pop-up, coming soon: H&M (Arket and Home),
 Rents: approx. EUR 240/m² (small)

80-120 m²
240
300-500 m²
145

NEUER WALL
 Relatively small but obviously a luxury location of international standing
 Diverse retailers along the length of the street: highest
footfall in the high-end section between Jungfernstieg
and Poststrasse
 Concentration of premium quality brands in the central
area between Poststrasse and Bleichenbrücke
 New concepts are improving the retail mix and increasing footfall
 However, there are some vacant units in the third section; Quantum’s Stadthöfe development will have a
positive impact on tenant development in the course of
2018/19
 New tenants: WMF, Rolex, Acne Studios, Peserico,
Dorothee Schumacher, Marin & Milou
 Modernised and extended store for traditional Hamburg
retailer Unger
 Rents: 275/m² (small)

80-120 m²
275
300-500 m²
165

GROSSE BLEICHEN / HOHE BLEICHEN /
POSTSTRASSE / GERHOFSTRASSE /
GALERIEN
 A very pleasant city quarter with a mix of upmarket and
superior retailers called “Passagenviertel”; highest hourly footfall on Poststrasse; Fleetsteg development at the
back of Grossen Bleichen
 Arrival of new, non-mass-market concepts

COMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018
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 Concentration of shopping arcades, most with new
tenants (Kaufmannshaus, Alte Post, Giradet Höfe) or
new developments (Kaisergalerie by Quantum)
 Luxury brands are migrating from Hohe Bleichen to
Neuer Wall
 New tenants: Seiko, Rivièra Maison (relocation), Fat
Unicorn Sweets, Fabiana Filippi, Globetrotter, VIU, El
Ganso, Closed (Herren), Zalando (coming soon), Bär
Schuhe, Aigner, Triumph, (coming soon) Scoom, Hogan, Sinéquanone, Frank Rudolf, Denim Culture
 Rents: 100 to 200/m² (small)

Gerhofstraße 17 - 19: Globetrotter in its first central Hamburg location

The retail scene in the City East (to the east of the Alsterfleet), where the majority of stores are larger in size, is
developing very robustly. Last year, the most significant
new development was the completion of the Vattenfall
property by CENTRUM. It now houses four flagship
stores: Mango, Reserved, O² and Koton (all leased via
COMFORT). Behind it, the former HSH-Passage mall
has been refurbished and is now called “PERLE Hamburg”. Swedish hardware retailer Clas Ohlson has followed in the footsteps of & Other Stories by opening its
second Hamburg city store in the same neighbourhood
(leased via COMFORT). FoodSky in the Europa Passage
has been boosting the City East’s culinary reputation
since it opened last September. It’s a brand new food
court on the second floor of the shopping mall. Not only is
it the largest of its kind in central Hamburg, it’s also open
for business on Sundays.

The Business Improvement District (BID) which was established on Mönkebergstrasse in 2017 will also have a
positive impact on the core area of the City East district.
An extensive service package with a budget in excess of
EUR 10 million includes the establishment of over 50
ultra-modern LED street lights, winter illuminations, services and communications.
Mönkebergstrasse’s tenant mix has the new additions of
Sephora (in the Galeria Kaufhof department store) and a
Tchibo pop-up store. And there are more to come. In the
second half of the year H&M is planning to open its third
Arket store in Germany (more upmarket fashions plus
café) at number 11. Swedish Textilit is also opening its
own home textiles store in the property formerly occupied
by Schuh Elsner.
Mid-term changes that will improve amenity value are
also on the cards in the peripheral City East areas. There
is talk of another Ballindamm BID on the Inner Alster and
city council plans are coming together for the redesign or
modernisation of Gerhart-Hauptmann-Platz, a development that COMFORT believes is long overdue. The gentrification of Domplatz is also back on the agenda. It involves the location of the Natural History Museum on this
historical plaza, a project initiated by Trägerverbund Innenstadt.
After much debate, permission to demolish the CityHochhäuser high-rise buildings is expected to be granted
so that a major development project can be set in motion.
Developer August Prien is planning to build a mix of residential units and offices, plus retail and restaurant units,
on this formerly office tenant-oriented site.

Logo of the new Mönkebergstrasse BID
Source: Otto Wulff BID GmbH
COMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018
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Europe Passage Hamburg: "Food Sky", a new highlight in the Hamburg food court scene, opened at the end of 2017

Deutsche Bahn’s plans to extend and redesign its central
station in a southerly direction (including Steintorbrücke
Bridge and the station forecourt) are significant for the
entire eastern part of City East. Around 500,000 travellers/visitors use the 110-year-old central station every
day. It has the highest passenger frequencies of all passenger train stations and has been operating at or near
its capacity limit for a long time already. The substantiation of these plans is therefore a welcome move in the
right direction. Importantly, the connection between the
central station and Mönckebergstrasse, which is today
essentially a tunnel, will also be transformed into a more
contemporary, visitor-friendly and cosmopolitan space.
Several development projects in the peripheral streets
near City Hall, Grossen Burstah and Alter Wall deserve
mention. One is Artinvest’s “Landmark” development on
Alter Wall in a top location at the interface between Mönckebergstrasse/ Rathausmarkt, Neuer Wall and the
western section of Alter Wall, which includes 10,000 m²
retail space and the new Fleet Bridge. The demolition of
the former Allianz building is currently in progress, making way for Commerz Real’s planned Burstah-Ensemble.
From an architectural perspective these developments
can be viewed in the context of the Nikolai Quarter BID,
where construction work is now finished.
The BIDs in City West, which is highly attractive despite
being comparably smaller in terms of retail space and
revenue, is already much further advanced. Most of the

COMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018

various BID projects on Neuer Wall, Hohe Bleichen/
Heuberg, the Passagenviertel quarter and the Opernboulevard have already been completed, resulting in
dynamic developments. These projects include the Alte
Post, the Kaiser-Galerie and the remodelling of the
Kaufmannshaus. However, demand from luxury segment
tenants has not been as strong as it might have been, as
is evident by the units on the third section of Neuer Wall
that have been vacant for a while and the units that have
been recently let to Ecco or WMF on the first section.
One of the city’s major developments is the extensive
Quantum construction project to build the Stadthöfe (approx. 5,000 m² of predominantly small units due for completion in 2018/19) on the former City Building Authority
site. Aachener Grundvermögen is implementing a major
development project on the former Thalia premises at
Grosse Bleichen 19 facing the Fleetsteg development,
where online retailer Zalando will be opening a 1,300 m²
flagship store in Hamburg. In the mid-term, Hamburger
Hof’s owner MEAG is expected to implement an extensive modernisation/restructuring project in the area of
Jungfernstieg/Grosse Bleichen/Poststrasse. More than
2,000 m² of new retail space is also being developed in
the same neighbourhood at the “Haller Haus” property on
Jungfernstieg through the restructuring and redeployment of secondary areas that are currently used by the
Commerzbank.
Globetrotter has opened one of its first city-centre flag-
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ship stores in the Gänsemarkt BID and further changes
are on the cards, such as the closure of the Esprit store
on Gerhofstrasse. Plans for the redevelopment of the
Deutschlandhaus site were recently made public. Located at the intersection of Gänsemarkt, Dammtorstrasse
and Valentinskamp, the existing building will be demolished and a new structure housing retail units and a food
court on the first floor, plus office space and several
apartments, will be completed by mid-2021.
Outside the established city-centre retail areas on AxelSpringerplatz/ Kaiser-Wilhelm-Strasse/ Fuhlentwiete/
Caffamacherreihe the MOMENI Group is developing the
Springer Quarter. Although much of the quarter will have
upmarket office space, around 2,500 m² of street-level
retail space is also planned. The project is scheduled for
completion at the end of 2020/beginning of 2021.

alone concept. In Hamburg’s polycentric retail district
categorisation system, the shopping part of the planned
southern Überseequartier district would continue to function as a B2 zone. It will therefore be a solitary, autonomous district with its own weighting that does not require
any connection or cross-fertilisation with the established
City districts and could have a detrimental effect on the
city centre. A survey submitted by Trägerverbund Innenstadt of other central water locations in major cities
around the world such as San Francisco, Cape Town,
Sydney and Chicago impressively demonstrates that
there are far more effective ways to enhance Hamburg’s
attractiveness and appeal than the implementation of a
clearly shopping centre-oriented development concept.
Despite this, the Hamburg Senate gave the development
project the go-ahead in March 2018 and construction
work is scheduled to commence in the second half of this
year. A number of lawsuits opposing the development
are still pending, however. They have been filed by
HafenCity neighbours and focus on the issue of traffic
burden.

HAMBURG’S DISTRICTS

Mönckebergstraße 11 – Arket will come to Hamburg in autumn 2018

Hamburg’s biggest retail development project at the moment is outside the city centre at HafenCity, where the
planned Überseequartier district will be the centrepiece of
this urban regeneration project. The project is being implemented by French real estate company UnibailRodamco on a gross area of around 225,000 m² (including a new cruise ship terminal, offices, housing, a hotel,
restaurants, culture and entertainment), and will have
some 80,500 m² of gross floor area. That corresponds to
net retail space of approximately 68,000 m². Added to the
existing 8,000 m² of retail space in the northern
Überseequartier district, there will be a total of 75,000 m²
retail space when the development is finished, which is
twice the area stipulated in the approved HafenCity master plan.
COMFORT agrees with the Trägerverbund Innenstadt
organisation that this project deserves criticism in many
respects. It means that Hamburg will be abandoning its
urban development policy objective of networking the
City and HafenCity business districts in favour of a standCOMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018

Hamburg has a very polycentric retail structure considering its size and history (the formerly independent cities of
Altona, Wandsbeck and Harburg did not become part of
Hamburg until 1937). There are seven (in some cases
multi-part) district centres outside City and HafenCity:
Altona/Ottensen, Wandsbek, Hamburger Strasse /
Fuhlsbüttler Strasse, Osterstrasse/ Hoheluftchaussee,
Eppendorf/ Winterhuder Marktplatz, Bergedorf and Harburg, as well as various decentral shopping centres, local
shopping facilities and greenfield locations.

Visualization of "Landmark" development on Alter Wall in a top intetersection location with 10,000 m² of retail space and a new Fleet bridge
Source: Art-Invest
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INVESTMENT
The Hamburg investment market remained dynamic in
2017 with a volume of almost EUR 4 billion. Although the
fourth quarter was strong, mainly driven by the RFR
portfolio deal including two significant properties in central Hamburg, it didn’t match the previous year’s level.
One reason for the decline is the lack of suitable properties on the market to satisfy the very high level of demand from both domestic and international investors.
Many investors are under serious pressure to invest,
exacerbated by toughly competitive bidding. As a result,
there is hesitance to sell properties even though excellent gains on disposal are achievable with some of them.
This is because many investors do not believe there are
enough options out there to reinvest those disposal
gains in new yield-oriented projects in the near future.
Some investors are taking a critical stance to developments in the retail sector, resulting in more meticulous
checks on retailer credit standing, rent sustainability and
rental unit layout suitability for third-party use. Property
purchase processes are taking much longer as a result.
Another aspect worth mentioning is that investors are
becoming increasingly sceptical about forward funding
developments with terms longer than 12 months. This

PURCHASE PRICE FACTOR
from 2012 - 2017
30,0 - 32,0

35,0
25,0
15,0
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

could be a signal from market players that they believe
the low interest phase is coming to an end.
The commercial property market rally will continue for the
time being and demand still clearly exceeds supply. This
underlines Hamburg’s position as an excellent core investment location – especially in the city centre due to the
shortage of properties on the market, but also in the districts. It also substantiates the rising volume of transactions exceeding EUR 100 million, the high level of liquidity
in the market and the demand for such products in this
Hanseatic city. Although the total volume was lower, several outstanding property transactions took place last year

The Kaisergalerie shopping centre was purchased by Swiss AFIAA and before converted into a commercial/office building in a joint venture project
involving Alstria and Quantum
COMFORT City Report Hamburg 2018
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and the first quarter of 2018 also saw several megadeals in the EUR 100 million range, heralding an exciting
outlook for the rest of the year.
One of the major deals in 2017 was the acquisition of
Kaisergalerie by Swiss AFIAA for a total investment of
EUR 170 million. The historic building was home to the
famous Ohnsorg Theatre until 2011 and is now being
converted into an office and commercial building in a
joint venture between Alstria and Quantum. The shopping passage on the ground floor has 12 upmarket fashion retailers as tenants (including Braun, Karl Lagerfeld,
Reiss and Escada).
The sale of an RFR property portfolio in the fourth quarter gave the Hamburg investment scene one final push
as the year drew to a close. The EUR 1.5 billion portfolio
was purchased by SIGNA and included properties in
Berlin, Frankfurt and Munich, as well as the AlsterArkaden and Kaufmannshaus, two significant city-centre
properties in Hamburg each worth hundreds of millions
of euros.
The high level of interest in Hamburg also spilled over
into its districts, where a series of retail property deals
up to a volume of EUR 50 million went ahead. The Tibarg 32 commercial building in the Niendorf district’s
pedestrian zone was sold to Warburg HIH Invest and the
mixed-use property The Maker in the Altona district was
purchased by aik.
At the beginning of this year the sale of the Springer
Quarter by joint venture partners Hamburg-based project
developer Momeni and Black Horse Investment of Düs-
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seldorf for around EUR 400 million became the biggest
property deal ever to have been transacted in Hamburg.
The Springer Quarter was purchased by a consortium of
occupational pension schemes linked to Ärzteversorgung
Niedersachsen. Located close to the city, this development includes the refurbishment of the Axel Springer highrise building as well as a modern new building complex.
Boasting total gross floor space of approximately 45,000
m², it will offer an attractive mix of office, retail, restaurant
and residential space.
The LaHoMa district shopping centre in Langenhorn,
which was developed by Matrix and SEG Development,
was also sold for over EUR 100 million. It is the result of
the revitalisation and extension of the former Langenhorner Markt shopping centre. The new development will
provide total rental space of around 24,000 m², approx.
17,500 m² of which will be occupied by retailers, restaurants or service providers. The centre will also have office
space, around 350 parking spaces and some 120 apartments.
Current sales activities involving significant properties
(keywords: Hanseviertel and Wandelhalle) indicate that
the remainder of 2018 will be exciting. Demand is showing
no signs of slowing, despite investor caution when it
comes to retail properties. The shortage of first-rate core
properties on the market is keeping net initial yield low,
although the rate of decline has slowed compared to recent months. Hamburg is obviously an expensive property
location where returns of 2.5 to 2.0 % have already been
accepted and investors looking to buy in prime locations
in central Hamburg will have to settle for “ready-made
products” with returns of 3.5 to 3.2 %.
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Alsterarkaden: part of a major portfolio deal in 2017, here with a view of City Hall

COMFORT CITY RANKING

Demography / (socio-)economy

Retail trade

Location and real estate

Using a scoring model, the parameters cover three major areas, within which
individual sub-indicators are also analysed. In detail these are as follows:
• Demography/(socio-)economic
index
(Parameters
for
population/development, GDP, employment, unemployment, tourism, retail purchasing
power)
• Retail trade index (Parameters for the catchment area: population size and
level of demand, retail centrality, fashion centrality, as well as city centre sales,
sales areas and sales-area productivity)

With 90 out of a total of 100 achievable points in the
COMFORT City Ranking 2018, Hamburg is one of the
top cities in Germany, sharing second place with Berlin
and Düsseldorf behind Munich. This excellent position is
partly due to the city’s average retail space productivity
(EUR 5,600 per m²), which is only surpassed by Munich
city centre, although considerable differences are evident
in the different Hamburg City locations. This city’s high
average productivity value and the sustained high demand for retail space – as well as its attractiveness as a
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• Location and real-estate index (Parameters for the rents of small/mediumsized spaces, location / retail space structure of the city centre, industry/operator mix in the city centre, rental demand, intensity of demand [Overall
rental space demand in m2 in relation to the available retail spaces in the city
centre])•

location – are a reflection of the shortage of retail space
in Hamburg.
This is the reason why so many improvements have been
made to the Hamburg retail scene, both in terms of quality and in terms of quantity, and the pipeline isn’t empty
yet. However, reflecting the nationwide trend, Hamburg
will not be able to achieve the excellent level of demand
from tenants that it has enjoyed in the past.
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METROPOLITAN COMPARATIVE SCORING / COMFORT CITY RANKING
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SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK
Hamburg, and particularly the Hamburg retail scene, still
embody an old but nevertheless apt advertising slogan
as the undisputed "Gem of the North". As Germany’s
second-largest city, it has a very solid and sustainable
economic framework. Beyond its impressive endogenous
potential, the external factor of tourism adds to Hamburg’s weighting year after year. The Speicherstadt and
the Kontorhaus districts have received UNESCO World
Cultural Heritage status and now that the Elbphilharmonie concert hall has opened, the city has another highlight with genuine global appeal. All these developments
are making the city more attractive to foreign tourists and
to expanding international retailers.
In the overall framework of near-term inner-city developments, a wide variety of projects are creating diverse new
and high-quality retail space. General global developments (e.g. online retailing) make it obvious that even
cities like Hamburg will not achieve the high levels of
tenant demand that existed in the past and, bearing this
in mind, the implementation of the completely oversized
Überseequartier district in the foreseeable future is casting a big shadow across current new developments to
improve rentability and reduce the length of rental and
marketing processes.
The inner-city land and property owners have already
made a strong stand with diverse and successful BID
initiatives –such as the Mönckebergstrasse BID – against
the Überseequartier district development. Now COMFORT believes it is time for City Hall to come up with its
own constructive contributions to the positive development of the city centre. In this context, the city planners
could tackle the long-called-for enhancement of various
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inner-city plazas (Burchardtplatz, Gerhart-HauptmannPlatz, Rathausmarkt, Gertrudenkirchhof and others) and
facilitate progress in the modernisation and extension of
the very crowded – or should we say overcrowded – central station and the surrounding area. In the latter project
Deutsche Bahn is obviously the key player.
Urbanity is increasingly evolving into a differentiating
factor – both for retailers competing with online shops
and in the current plans for a wrongly conceived
Überseequartier district. And Hamburg has so much interesting potential in the traditional city centre: making
the most of it would provide a far more positive outlook
by enhancing the city centre’s overall attractiveness and
boosting the retail trade there.

The long-awaited Elbphilharmonie concert hall was finally completed in
2017. Photo: Michael Zapf
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DEFINITIONS
Rents in prime locations
All statements pertaining to rents are to be read with the following in
mind: New rent contracts drawn up in absolutely prime business locations
for fictive, purely ground floor sales areas; ideal shop space has groundlevel, step-free access, is fitted out to a high standard and, as far as possible, its layout is at a right angle to a shop window with a minimum length of 6
m (for a size of 80–120 m²) or 10 m (for 300–500 m²); peak rents in EUR per
m², per month, plus statutory VAT and service charges

Purchase price factors
The purchase price factors, shown in their full range, serve as a general
orientation for the currently achievable purchase price for commercial buildings (rental income from retail > 60%, current rent at around market level)
with a typical sales volume in the prime location of the respective city. Technically, the purchase price factor represents the multiplier for calculating the
purchase price of a commercial building without a maintenance backlog,
when multiplied with the respective annual net rent.

Share of city centre
Figures in percentage. This value indicates the share of the city center in
sales revenue or in the sales space of the entire city area.

Purchasing power, Centrality parameters
The purchasing power index complements the information on population
size for a given location with qualitative criteria. The average value has been
standardised nationwide at 100. A value above 100 signals that a location
has above average purchasing power potential. However, the purchasing
power index does not provide any information as to whether the available
capital is in fact spent in the location in question or not.
The centrality indicator shows whether, on balance, purchasing power is
flowing into or away from a particular location. A value over 100 indicates
that the inflow of purchasing power from the surrounding area is higher than
the outflow from the city. The centrality indicator thereby sheds a special
light on the attractiveness of a location for the retail trade.

Fashion centrality
Analogous to the industry-wide centrality parameters (= retail centrality), the
fashion centrality indicator sheds light on the situation in an important subsector – the key city-centre segment fashion, which in turn comprises the
two product segments clothing/textiles and shoes/leather products.

Catchment Area
Cartographic representation of geographic areas in terms of the city’s importance to their resident population as a shopping destination. Blue represents the core city area (zone 1) and red represents the immediate and
extended catchment area (zone II).
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